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Students Protest
Election Delay
<

The Student Government office,
located in room 408 of the Student
Center and headquarters for the
Elections Committee, has been the
scene of clamorous demands,
charges and countercharges
coucerning the validity of the
elections over the past week.
Many of those students pressing
for fhe announcement appeared to
be supporters of Lewis Tucker, the
only black candidate for the
chairpersonship. Spokesmen fof
the angry, resentful group argued
that the Elections Committee has
properly discharged its
obligation to the Day Session
Student body. The spokesmen said
that the Committee should not
have issued its "Final Report",
which stemmed from various
charges of election frauds and
irregularities, ^ if it intended to
11« op^u^ -«K**.«rss*gns ~«*f "-ttcesematters. Ms. Abna Brundage, one
of Mr. Tucker's supporters indicated that, while the Elections
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Committee has operated improperly, the Acting Chairperson,
Mr. Jake Jutkowitz, has been
forced to "wear six hats at the
same time".
Mr. J ufkow itz did not comment
on Ms. Brundage's remarks. The
Chairperson reported that votecounting would continue and that
results may .very well be an- *
nounced that night. Mr. Jutkowitz
warned, however,*' that the
Elections.Committee reserved the
right to invalidate the entire
election should evidence be
revealed proving collusion on the
part of candidates and members of
the Elections Committee staff.
Mr. Allan .Fisher, one of Mr.
Tucker's opponents in the race for
the chairpersonship, also expressed his dissat»fjactJion.with the
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Ftsher'has, IrawevliiPdec^ed to
cease0 further^ c S a f l e | ^ of* the
election.

Editorial:
While this must perforce remain entirely unofficial at this time,
Mr. Lewis Tucker is now the latest occupant of the potentially
powerful Office of the Chairman of the Day Session Student
Senate. He will be, undoubtedly, the last to sit in that chair. For
Mr. Tucker and his colleagues are to assume the reins of a
government whose primary responsibaity will be "the speedy
consideration and adoption of a new Constitution. Too, this
Senate faces the transition of government to the new political
form which h a s been designated in large measure by the Charter
of Governance. Additionally, Air. Tucker and his colleagues will
be saddled with the unenviable and recurring conundrum of the
equitable disbursement of our student activity fees.
O f far greater import is the obviation of presidential approval
prior t o the seating of this new Senate- The overwhelming (by
relative standards) electoral response has provided Mr. Tucker
and his colleagues with a potential power unmatched by previous
student legislative bodies. For t h e first time in recent collegiate
memory a Day Session Student Senate can truly say, "We do
represent the Day Session students of Baruch College. W e d o not
require any by your leave from President Clyde J. Wingfiekl.
W e are how a co-equal voice. Y o u must listen t o u s ! " —
In this, and the ancillary responsibilities which Mrs Tucker ftad
his colleagues will now assume, we, the members o f the edttoriwl
board o f TICKER, wish success. W e earnestly h o p e that this new
Day Session Student Senate may overcome all o f the obstacles
which wiB inevitably he thrown in their way.
T I C K E R did not gi¥e its editorial blessing t o Mr.- Lewis
Tucker. The reasons behind this decision were complex and must
remain comBdentiaL This does not forbid our fervent hope tfcat
Mr. Tucker succeeds in what he has set out to d a
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The Professional Staff Congress appointment by college presidents also suggested that too much
(PSCJ, the faculty union at City
*authorize the appointment of weight might be attached to
Unffersity,. today called the associate and* full professors to outside opinions as opposed to
This week I want to address the being a Student-Vet. at Baruch
recommendations of the Com- initial two-year terms, rather than judgments within the University
female Veterans, students, the staff College.^
.„ •
and, consequently, more -weight
mission on Academic Personnel the present one-year terms
and faculty members. The topic is
Further to the last article on
assigned
to publications, - which
* subject presidents and other
Practice " a mixed blessing" and
'Breast Cancer*. What do you G.I. benefits, the Senate held the
periodic may be evaluated by outsiders,
urged the- Boarcf of Higher a d m i n i s t r a t o r s
to
know about it? I discovered that Bill in order to avoid a Pocket
than to teaching.
Education to review' the proposals evaIuati6h»-^_
Tiaost women do not know how to Veto by Mr. Ford. The Senate' will ^ "with great caution."
•The Commission recommends
•affirm that "the dissemination
examine themselves correctly to hand the Bill to Mr. Ford for
t h a t a d d i t i o n a l super-review
The
union
hailed
Commission
of
knowledge—teaching—repdetect this inajor malady, nor do signature when it reconvenes. The
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s that .would resents a major responsibility, committees be established, not to
they know, that they should be 23% increase in benefits and $600
reaffirm
tenure, reject tenure time and-effort of .its faculty!-- - judge individual personnel actions
examining themselves frequently. student loan applies to everyone.
q u o t a s , reward teaching ef•acknowledge inequities in the but to recommend changes in
This week I visited with Ms. However, the\ 36 to 45 month
fectiveness, and subject college distribution of workload among personnel practices and academic
Barbara Prentice (R.N.) of our extension
applies only
to presidents ""to evaluation. But it the senior and community colleges standards. " W e cannot allow
Medical Office, Room 607, 23rd U n d e r g r a d u a t e Students, no
warned against other panel that^may impede the capacity for movable standards to perennially _
Street Building, and we discussed Graduate work allowed at this
proposals,
including some the research
j e o p a r d i z e "those a p p o i n t e d ,
Breast Cancer. In the ensuing time. An Amendment is being put
union said would place faculty
•study the possible' establish- working, under—and m e e t i n g conversation, some startling facts through to extend the Bill for
members
under
" m u l t i p l e ment of a dual career system by established c o n t r a c t u a l stanwere brought to light
Graduate School. If passed, it jeopardy."
which "faculty members with dards," Dr. Zeller said.
—For every person killed in Viet should become law in June, 1975.
•The Commission recommends
The Commission, an eight- professional c o m m i t m e n t to
Nam in 10 years, that is the
Also, I mentioned the "Name
member
body
on
which
the
union'
that
not only should budgetary
teaching
or
counseling
rather
than
number of women who will the P.T. Boat Contest," which has
had one vote, was created April 22 to a combination of teaching and and other "institutional" condevelop Breast Cancer this year. met with tremendous success, so by
the Board when it revoked the research could be adequately siderations influence the decision
No, 1 out of 15 is not nice odds. much so that the following peoplef controversial
tenure quota policy. rewarded"
to add new personnel and the
—Women of childbearing age will be Judges:
The Commission submitted its 30decision
to hire a particular person
•give
faculty
members
teaching
(15 years old and up) should have a
—Mr. Senour, Dean orStudents page report and recommendations in remedial programs "suitable but that such considerations must
PAP test once a year and a check
—Dr. " L. Gioia, from our to the BHE October 21.
opportunities for advancement. perpetually influence the decision
up for breast cancer at the same esteemed English Department
If
approved
by
the
Board,
some
t
hrough
- d e m o n s t r a t e d to reappoint that person. Dr.
_ —CT
— r —
time
—Dr. S. Wahba, front our vast of the Commission's proposals achievement" and "access to and v Zeller pointed out to Mr. Giardino
—Women over 35 years of age
would have to be negotiated with time for study in the University's Nftat no reasons may be given to
should have a check-up and a PAP Library Department
the individual denied r e a p —Mr. Bob Georgia, Coor- the PSC before they can be im- own -doctoral programs"
test every six months. The 'prime
plemented.
The
current
contract
pointment,
promotion or tenure. •
e
n
c
o
u
r
a
g
e
personnel
comtime* to get Breast Cancer is dinator for Veterans Affairs Office expires next August 31, and
As
long
as
no reasons may be
mittees to promote "masterful
—and last, but not least, our
between 35 and 50. Oh, you're not
negotiations
for
a
new
contract
are
teachers" who may have " a given, she said, "institutional"
35, so how about your mother? President "Freddy" Weisenberger due to begin in March.
considerations may be invoked
With
cast fail
like
minimal level of scholarship"
The school Medical Department that,
howa star-studded
can any contest
In a letter to Board Chairman
But running at cross purposes arbitrarily to the prejudice of
has booklets in both- English and Okay, here ar$ more details: Alfred A. Giardino, PSC President
worthy candidates.
Spanish on Breast Cancer. If Judging will be hied in the Belle Zeller praised the ^Cjoniz with these sound principles," Dr.
•The Commission recommends
you're not sure about the facts or Veterans Affairs Office between mission for accepting some of the Zeller said, "are a whole range of
roposals
that,
if
misusedrwould
that a person appointed on the
would like to know the correct way 12 and 2 PM on Nov. 7. Results unioa^s-positive recommendations.
devalue
teaching
and
place
faculty
basis
of a waiver of Board bylaws
to examine yourself, why not stop will be announced in the following But she cautioned that the panel
members
under
continuous
and
must
receive new waivers to be /
by the Medical Department and
week*sTTCKER:Oncemorehereisa diluted these progressive proposals
multiple jeopardy." Despite Dr. granted tenure and promotion.
pick up a pamphlet Better yet, list of the prizes:
with others t h a t would not Polishook's reservations and own - •The Commission recommends
why not have an examination? Dr.
—1st Prize - $2.58 CASH
enhance the quality of education proposals, the Commission made t h a t
while
"decisions
on
Helen Psarrou has hours between
—2nd Prize - Lunch at the a t City Univesity.
recommendations
which
the
union
promotion
and
tenure
are
separate
12 and 3 P.M. every Monday U m b r e l l a
Stand w
wj-th
°ur
Dr. Zeller, who served as an
found objectionable:
and distinct actions," promotion
through Friday, and the school is President
^
_
alternate
to
union
First
Vice
to Associate Professor "should not
- Negative
Recommendations
getting a Gynecologist (at the
—3rd Prize -.Two tokens
President
Irwin
Polishook
as
a
normally precede a decision to
•
T
h
e
Commission
proposed
students* request), sdlBere really
^Enter
as
many
times
as
you
tike.
m
e
m
b
e
r
of
the
Commission,
that the-decision to grant tenure, tenure." Such a policy; she said,
is no excuse for not taking ^adDon't
forget
to
PRINT
YOUR
commended
the
panel
for
which
is .already subject to the might unjustly prejudice the
vantage, of these" services. "The
recommending
that
t
h
e
N
A
M
E
on
the
ballots.
The
more
a p p r o v a l of a d e p a r t m e n t a l promotion of a highly. qualified
Medical Department is there to
entries
you
submit,
the
better
your
University
personnel committee, a college untenured per|p>n. Dr. Zeller was
help you, why not stop by soon.
the
Positive Recommendations
personnel committee, the college pleased, however, t h a t
Although this article is directed chances of winning.
president, the Chancellor, and the Commission affirmed the prinNow, the Veterans Association
* a ffirm tenure as "vital to the
to the women of Baruch, it
Board
of Higher Education, be ciple that a candidate for tenure
says
BOO!
on
the
Building
functioning
of
t
h
e
City
proper
wouldn't hurt if the guys reading
subject
also to
" o u t s i d e " need not become an Associate
this brought a pamphlet home to Maintenance Department for not University" and "the legitimate
evaluation
and
to
the
approval
of a /Professor to get tenure.
allowing
us
to
use
the
swimming
protection
of
the
faculty's
right
to
their wives, girl friends or mothers. pool for depth cTiarge practice.
academic
freedom
and
economic
college review committee. This
•Commission emphasis on preIt would show them you care.
Theyliave some 'gall.' You have to security"
committee
would
include
elected
tenure
evaluations may be inSo much for my medical thesis practice somewhere! So, BOO on
•reject
tenure
quotas
representatives
of
the
faculty,
terpreted
to encourage quick
(wait until Mr. Wingfield gets the you!!!
•reject
the
post-tenure
review
of
which Dr. Zeller said would nonreappointment decisions in the
bill). In the last edition I menHowever, Torpedo practice . is tenured personnel
improve on the presidentially early years of probation, Dr. Zeller
tioned the Rap Sessions held at still on for Central Park Lake,
•reject
the
extension
of
the
pre"appointed committees recom
said. "This emphasis overlooks the
360 PAS, 17th floor (check at V.A. usual time and day, "so sharpen
tenure
probationary
period
to
mended
by
the
previous
Board.
ary purpose of the evaluation
Office for local). Well they have your eyes you torpedo guys"—
seven
years
"But
why
further
dilute
;, which is to constructively
generalized
the
topics
of famous W.W. I torpedo man's
• c o n t i n u e the election of
responsibility and
increase as st the new appointee in imdiscussion to any problems of saying.
d e p a r t m e n t chairpersons by
j e o p a r d y with a n o t h e r com- proving the quality of his perfaculty rather .than authorise their
mittee?" Dr. Zeller asked. She
(Continued on page^8)

Knock On Wood

by JOHN BURNS

The Speakers' Committee
Student Faculty Pfdgrarrr Board
ana the
-History Society
^
presents:

MA

A Day with
the Candidates—
Provocative discussion
of the issues with the
candidates of the Democratic
and Republican Parties
Coffee House
"Our Place"
Thursday, Oct. 31
12 Noon

r

-v
• .
"
Ms. Kathy Kelly, President of
the National Student Association
today endorsed the candidacies of
Hugh L~ Carey for Governor and
Mary Anne Krupsak for Lt.
Governor, and urged New York
State students throughout the
nation to cast their ballots for the
Carey/Krupsak ticket.
Ms. Kelly, a student at the
University of Minnesota and
majoring in liberal arts was elected
President of the National Student
Association last August. The.
Natianal_ Student Association is
the oldest and largest national
student group, representing 650
colleges
and
universities
throughout the nation.
^ I n a statement released from her.
Washington, D.C. office, Ms.
Kelly said:
.' ?' .
"During the past year we have
watched Congressman Hugh L.
Carey, one,jof the nation's major
spokesman for education cam*
paign for the Governorship of New

by Stephen Kletne
-'
It has been six long, lean years
since Roy Wood, perfbrmebfbefore
an American audience. His first
New York appearance—when he
was a member of the legendary
Move—was part of a whirlwind
tour consisting of three dates. At
that time the Move were bottom of
the bill at* a Fillmore East show
h e a d l i n i n g Steppenwolf a n d
Buddy Rich. Now, three groups
later, Wood has returned for
another brief tour of the states
with his current band, Wizzard.
For some inexplicable reason
Wood has remained a singularly
British phenomenon, and retains
only a small fervent cult following
in the U.S. Whereas in England
Wizzard can command large
crowds and is equal in status to
such prominent groups as the
Hollies & Black* Sabbath, here
they are forced to bear the indignity of playing second to a
nonentity such as Black Oak

consider it an especially important
election "for .the survival of
progressive leadership in one of
the largest states of our nation.
"I urge all. students from New
York to vote, and all New York
students away from home to get an
absentee ballot. With the election
of the Carey/Krupsak ticket, New
York can lead the - nation in
bringing integrity and trust back
into, government."

Prez Sets Fern
Atheletic Group
President Clyde J. Wingfield has
recently created a n ad hoc
Committee on Athletic Participation and Facilities for
Women at Baruch College.
Any student_ interested in
repre^entihg. his or her con-,
stituency on the Committee should
contact L>r.j Florence W. Sieged
Assistant Dean of Students no
later than November 6, 1974.
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TUTORING

their knowledge of pop music and
the utilization of their knowledge
to create hit singles. Roy Wood's
particular brand of pop music is
an updated form of 1950s R&R,
with a neo-Spector "wall of
sound" treatment. A close facsimile of Wizzard's sound would
have to beN "Waterloo" by the
Swedish group Abba. If your
reaction to "Waterloo" is WABC,
top 10, bubblegum teenybop
garbage, then you might have a
fair notion of what 200 rowdy
delinquentswaitingforBIackOake
Arkansas did throughout Wizzard's 40 minutes. Just before
Wizzard ended their set with
"California Man," Rick Price
announced that this would be their
final song and that- they were
permanently going back to
England where people appreciate
them . (thunderous applause). I
only hope this threat has as little
validity as a similar one made by
another California Man in 1962.

ALL SUBJECTS - $3.25 PER HOUR
ARRANGE YOUR OWN HOURS
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED CONTACT
SIGMA ALPHA BOX933S.C.
IF YOU NEED A TUTOR IN ANY
SUBJECT, PLEASE CONTACT:
SIGMA ALPHA BOX 933 S.C.

The Baruch Students'
Women Committee
presents

More On The Move, U
by Nancy Bowker
and "~ the
City-UniversityTalk about planned
ob- recommended
amount
of
solescence on a colossal scale! The assignable space per student is
latest a r c h i t e c t u r a l plans for from 90 to 100 square feet.)
Baruch's relocation to the Atlantic Baruch is now operating with less
Terminal site in Brooklyn ate—-than 50 square feet of assignable
obsolete and they haven't even left space per student, but if new space
the drafting board.
were acquired in the Blue Cross
In mid-September members of Building at 26th and Lexington or
the General Faculty met with the
/
proposed architects of the new MUSIC
campus, the firm Kahn and
Jacobs, to discuss the plans.
During the question-and-answer
period it was determined that the
new campus was going to be built
to a c c o m o d a t e "only
7,050
by Cindy Glickstein
students, while Baruch now has
about 9,000 day session students
Last M o n d a y October 2 1 ,
a c c o r d i n g t o the R e g i s t r a r ' s Carlos Montoya, the famous
Office. It was explained that the 'Fldmenco guitarist, appeared in
parameters for the new campus concert at Baruch. Mr. --Montoya
were set in the City University's performed admirably to a very
Master Plan written five years ago, receptive audience of about 350
and at that time Baruch's future people.
student population was projected
The selections heard were of his
at 7,000.
own composition, based on old
If we transported our present themes of Flamenco music, and
s t u d e n t p o p u l a t i o n to
the ranged from some slow-moving
imaginary Brooklyn c a m p u s melodies to faster, stirring Gypsy
tomorrow, there would b e 75 rhythms for dance. Included were
square feet of assignable space per Alegrias, . Z a p a t e r o ,
Tan^o
student. (Assignable space is Antiguo, a very popular Gypsy
composed
of
classrooms, rhythm, iota, and Farrucca.
laboratories, and faculty offices.
Mr. Montoya's mastery of the

BOOKS
York.
"Hugh Carey has a 14-year
record in Congress, and his
c o m m i t m e n t to educational
reform and students' rights is
second to none. Congressman
Carey was an early opponent of the
Vietnam War, and has sponsored
key domestic legislation on such
issues as education, environmental
protection, tax reform and aid to
the disabled, poor and elderly.
"State Senator Mary Anne
Krupsak is one of the most articulate candidates running for
public office this year. Her
commitment . to the needs of
education is a record she can be
proud of. She has listened to what
-students leave said in the past and
Kas t h a t ' s a m e commitment to
what students ate now saying.
" A l t h o u g h our organization
cannot make an endorsement,
since it is non-partisan, I am
taking this action to support t h e
Carey/Krupsak team because I

Arkansas.
Judging fromf
tne concerts I've
mftne
attended, Black Oak's audience
easily qualifies as the vilest,
rudest, and filthiest collection of
degenerates ever. Of those few
"Mutants of the Monster" (as Jim
Dandy himself aptly put it) "who
occupied their seats d u r i n g
Wizzard's set, they did* their best
to disrupt the show with assorted
displays of profanity and hogcalling techniques. Several times
during the concert Roy Wood and
Rick Price (also ex-Move) had to
demand that the hecklers shut up
or else come backstage to learn
some manners. This concert, typical of most
HQward Stein productions, was
marred mainly by his throwing
together two totally incompatible
bands. A wiser move would've
been to pair Roy Wood .with artists
such as Elton John, Edgar Winter
or even David Bowie. The common
bond between these musicians is

Marching

by Sharon Broner
Glory, glory
His truth is marching on. . ."
. . . .not only his truth, but our
. truth, the t r u t h concerning the
life that staggers beneath the
star spangled banner. "Glory,"
recently published by Elephant
Publishing Corporation, is an
exciting photographic essay
which explores the American
flag.- "Glory" not only explores
the flag as a patriotic symbol, but
as a means of expression.
The p h o t o g r a p h e r , Robert
D'Alessandro presents the flag
in the backdrop of American life
from Brooklyn, New York to
Memphis,
Tennissee.
His
p o i g n a n t p h o t o g r a p h y depicts
the rote of t h e flag in phases of
war. crime, and death t o comfort,
freedom, and the American
family.
"Glory" is composed of thirtynine photographs, accompanied
by the* location and date—no

Planned Parenthood
on

at 360 Park Avenue South, this
figure would rise to 67 square feet
Clearly there will be no room for
growth. And, unless Baruch's
enrollment decreases, the school
will be moving from one overcrowded facility to another. Would
you wish Baruch's elevators on the
next generation of students?

'The Ins & Outs of
Birth Control"
Oct.2&
Worth Lounge

•

»

»

•

•

"

««»

Meeting of Sociology Society

guitar, his intricate fret-fingering
and apt rhythm culminated in
what one observer called "a
masterpiece."

NEW Elections
For Officers

The concert was presented, free
of charge to Baruch students, by
the Fine Arts Committee of the
Student-Faculty Program Board,
as part of their 1974-75 program.
The Board also sponsored the
Freshman Dance . at the George
Washington Hotel on September
27, and the currently running art
exhibit in the Oak lounge of the
Student Center. The art exhibit is
another masterful presentation, of
which we hope to see many more.

12 P.M. Thursday
Room 1113,360 PAS
All invited, come see
how the other half tries to live
We need your support

On.

explanations. "Glory" needs no or her own conclusions without
explanations.
By
simply the author's influence. One can
studying the photographs, one also
make
various
incan understand this book like a terpretations with each reading,
novel one has read many times. each so different that "Glory"
The photographs, like a novel's offers the fulfillment of many
c h a p t e r s , build upon one books.
a n o t h e r . They a r e t h o u g h t
"Glory"
by
Robert
provoking, sometimes serve as D'Alessandro is finely printed In
comic relief, sometimes startling. two-impression lithography on
Yet, it lays more upon the heavy, coated paper. Now at
imagination than a novel. "Glory" b o o k s t o r e s , " G J o r y " is "unleav.es the reader free to form his derpriced" at $6.95.

THE N E W M A N COMMUNITY

FUTURE SHOCK

Baruch Hotline
Temporarily
Disconnected

Thursday, Oct. 31
12:15 P.M.
Room 1 3 2 3 23rcl Street

l

C«WK%W«eSV£

V

12-1 P.M.
Student Center

ALL WELCOME

a

Volunteers Urgently Needed
To Get Us Ringing Again
If Interested. Please Pick Up
Applica^pn In Student Center
Lobby or 1 7 4 7 In The 3 6 0 Bid.

^\
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- Withdraw without penalty or holiday!
prejudice provided a grade has not November 13th and 14th
jbeen previously submitted by
Mathematics ^Placement
MICHAEL J. FISHBEIN . . . . . . . EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
instructor,
can
only
be
given
by
Examination. Students planning
N A N C Y B OW K E R . . . . . . . . . . M A N A G I N G E D I T O R
the Registrar's office o r ; ap- to take me examination must sign
RALPH SINGER . . . . . . . . . . . ASSOCIATE EDITOR
propriate Office of Curricular up for it at 360 Park Avenue
Guidance.
'
South, room 2053 (day students) or
This'is hot counted in your room 2041 (evening students) by
index.. ¥ou 'have a November: 8th.
: scholastic
HOWARDHOCHRAD . . . . .BUSINESS MANAGER
coHege exemption of 14 credits in Registration time is here again
S H A R O N B I t d N E R . . . . . . . . . . . . FEATURE EDITOR
W."
_ .
^ If you wish to take a credit
The W is not designed to keep a overload' yott must receive perstudent from failing a course. The mission from the appropriate
>
N E W S A N D OFFICE STAFF
i W is for the sgudent who discovers- Office of Curricular Guidance.
E L I MARK FISHilANv BOB GUILIANO,
. that the course is n o t what he The permission must be obtained
wants, nor is interested in. He in writing two weeks before
STEVE KLEIN, MARY MANNINE, JOSEPH
cannot wait until an. examination registration begins and must be
is given to determine if he wishes' presented during the registration
P u b l i s h e d w e e k l y darifl« t h e school t e r m b y T I C K E R
to continue. As soon as he knows , process.
A S S O C I A T I O N of t h e B e r n a r d M . B « r u c h C o l l e g e of
he is not interested in continuing, November 12
t h e C i t y U n i v e r s i t y of N e w York. A d d r e s s nil e o m m t m • he should drop. Remember that if
Last date lor Evening Session
e a t k m s t o T I C K E R , B o x 9 C , 137 E a s t 2 2 n d S t r e e t ,
the instructor gives you a WF or students ~to. request credit
WU (failures) before you drop, the overload. (Registration period for
N e w York, N e w Y o r k 1 0 0 1 0 — R o o m 3 0 7 , S t u d e n t
instructor's,
grade is considered
C e n t e r , T e l e p h o n e 477-7730.
Evening Session students starts
the, final grade.
November 21)
E d i t o r i a l s d o n o t n e c e s s a r i l y r e p r e s e n t t h e opinion of
What November 12th means to December 2
t h e e n t i r e T I N K E R staff, T I C K E R A S S O C I A T I O N ,
Last date for D a y , Session
yon*
the College, or the University.
This is the last day that you can students to request credit
officially resign from a class overload. (Registration period for
without penalty, (die grade of W Day Session students starts
as above). The instructor cannot December 9)
authorize . this grade. Once you New Freshmen
If you would like to taker-more
have not made the request to drop
than 17 credits in day session or
the course by November 12th, you
more than 12 credits in evening
have made the decision to comsession, these are the steps you
plete the eourse. r r-f:JIt has now become perfectly clear that the exhausting c o m - November //**-Veteran's Day-a
must take: .
pendium of criminality referred to under t h e well-used rubric of
Watergate seems not to have had its celebrated; salutary effect
upon aB segments of the democratic form of the American
political process. W e , here at Baruch College, have witnessed t h e
formation of the microcosmic seeds o f Watergate II. For, it has
property and personal betongings,
now become perfectly clear that- - t h e Day Session Student
^AJIter,VaBr^-itJs.,-tlie
students of
Government Electk»ns Committee has r of late, engaged i n the
Baruch who^oemprise the safety of
mjf kinds mt seiluualy rmiUlularbehavior which preceded a; Dear Editors of TICJ&ER,
this school Watch your wallet at
A fter ? only fbu r-and- a-h alf all times-^-you never know who
deluge o f ugly approbation for the late, but rather unlamented,

n

T h e first seed in the truck garden *of Watergate II was the
Elections Committee's flat and absolute refusal to permit any
bona fide member of the student press to have access to the
Committee during its most controversial hearings. This edict
(perhaps it was done in memory of Mr. Nixon's almost phobic
aversion to the working press) was strictly enforced despite our
firm a n d repeated assurances that hearsay, circumstantial
evidence and unsupported allegations would never even see the
light o f print. 3
T h e second seed in the truck garden of Watergate II was the
t i ^ - ^ Committee*s inexplicably obstinate aversion to the
issuance of public statements. Shades of the infamous bunker
mentality! But the fact remains tha\the~members of the Elections
Committee had t o b e urged and coaxed by members o f the
student press into releasing even the briefest, barest public
statement on the status of the elections. This was an unconsctonably. obdurate attitude in light of the fact that this
election may yery^gkely make history for the archives of the Day
Session Student Government. ; T h e third seed in the-truck garden of Watergate II was the
Elections Committee's apparent belief (my God! Mr. Ziegler) that
Day Session students would willingly accept the unadulterated
crap which passed for their "Final Report" on the investigation o f
election irregularities. Not only did the Report fail tQ explain
anything but it made the inferential characterization of those w h o
had legitimate grievances as utter fools. In point of fact the only
aspect o f that Final Report that was Final was the proof that the
S e c t i o n s Committee is contemptuous of the student body it is
supposed to serve;
.
T h e fourth and the final-seed in the truck garden of Watergate
II was t h e S e c t i o n s Committee's vacillatory attitude toward the
validation o f thr election and the announcement of the makeup o f
the hew D a y Session Student Government Elections were, held on
October 17th. Yet^at presstime on Friday, the Committee had
stiU t o make any official pronounceniem/This actk>n(c^ the lac^
of it) was directly responsible for the highly charged, but abortive
meeting held with t h e D e a n of Students by over 100 student
supporters of chairperson candidate Lewis Tacker.
There are no mitigating circumstances for public review at this
time. T h u s , it is only fair that we, the Day Session students,
d e m a n d a report from the Elections comprehensive Committee.
T h e Committee h a s a choice t o make: Either explain its arrogant
behavior or start us all on the road td Watergate II.

wallet picked and stolen on
separate occasions., The money
stolen was of no great concern to
me but ray wallet did contain
valuable identification cards,
probably of more use to me than
anyone els£
As a cautious individual, I
always carry my pocketbook close
by my side, but Baruch's crowded
elevators as well as classrooms
have • invited* professional rip-offs
to practice and work on students
in our community. I feel that this
letter will warn persons of the
misfortunes that I had—going
through the day without lunch and
|»vh>g t o borrow a token to get
home.
I feel that WE students p£
Baruch should have a little more
consideration for one another by
at feast respecting each other's
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OTHER PLACE
Dear Editor:
^ . A J ^ " ? °!f?y s5deM?.WC!
have spoken
to,
Place**
has
,
. "Our
«~
„.
evolved into "Their Place". Last
semester, a student, any student,
could enter and find a quiefrbom
with clean conditions and decent
lighting. Depending on your
interests, it was possible to study,
ta&c with friends, enjoy a peaceful
lunch, read a book and for those
less motivated even sleep.
However, "Our Place" is now a
zoo", suffering from a lack of
planning and little forethought
Studying, reading,- and conversing j u e impossible because of
ear-deafening music, alternating
periods of lights on and off and a

constant party atmospheres
Complaints could continue but
a realistic • solution is more- ap>
propriate. Allow 4i iis" to return t o
"Our Placef* sjn^e."we" have used
it since rts mceptkm as the only
quiet, informal gathering place
provided to Baruch students. It is
vital that the juke box be removed,
tiie lights kept on all day and the
safe of any and all food be stopP ^ This would return the lounge
to te original peaceful state. Allow
those who insist on music and
refreshments to utilize the Student
Center or cafeteria lounges which
havelrtways successfully provided
those services. "Our Place** is not
a discotheque or a delicatessen, it
is a lounge for afl students.
We feel the student body should
be given the opportunity to discuss
openly with the "Our Place"
management the
prevailing
conditions and future plans.
Joseph Cilento
Tom Bicher
Ronald Arfln
Roy Hesse

Kibbee Urges Bronx Action
<

Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee of
*"* C i t y University of New York
^ S ^ l ^ l ^ ^ r f
%?***
b
%%££^ ^SeJ^FcSnlm
Plaza in the Bronx. The text of die
tetter follows:
Dear Mayor Beanie:
In a New Yorh Times article of
October 9, 1974, Ford ham's
President, Reverend James C.
Finlay, said the university will
jbandon te
J
Bronx campus for a
resteheste
?
5 . site if the proposed
Fordham Plaza continues to be
stalled. The delayed development
of Fordham Plaza—caused by a
recalcitrant Federal Post Office—
moved Father Finlay to seriously
consider reversing his plan to keep
Fordham in the Bronx.
„
"Failure to implement the
y

!*•

Name Withheld Upon Request

1 - Register at regular time for
regular credit load program.'
2- Give instructor a s£j£addine£sed
postcard at end of term so that
, your; grade can be sent to you as
soon as possible.
3- Check to see if your index for
the Fall 1974 term is 2.75 (read
p . 4,
** Scholarship
R e e[ u i r e m e n-t $-'-•'
i n
Undergraduate— (bourses' of
Study. 1974-Sz oh *ow to
compute your index)
4- Bring postcards with" grades to
appropriate Office of Curricular
Guidance during Intercession
and request permission for
credit overload.
5- If granted, you can "lateregister" for additional courses.
To
June
1975
graduates
[hopefully]
-Have you: had .a credit check to '
determine whether you have met
afl your degree requirements?
Please make an .appointment
with the appropriate Office of
Curricular
Guidance
to
_ determine-what your final
program should be. _
Have you filed a specialization
card? Please see the appropriate
person in your department for
advice. Do not change course
sequence unless you have a
revised specialization card on
file.

Fordham Plaza plan could also
have disastrous results for three
institutions which are part of City
University: Bronx Community
College, Lehman College and
Hostos Community College. The
same reasons impelling Father
Finlay to reverse his decision affect
us in the most fundamental way.
Fordham Plaza could provide an
economic anchor and a barrier to
farther erosion of community life
hi tiie neighborhoods of the Bronx.
Fordham Plaza represents a
physical and psychological model
for the economic resurgence of the
Bronx. If built, it will bring jobs,
deliver urgently needed goods and
services to the community, and
create a badly needed tax base.
As Chancellor of the City
University of New York, I urge you
to bring aD the powers of your

office to bear upon the Post Office
so that it will act before Fordham
leaves. The intransigence of the
Post Office Corporation and its
lack of responsiveness to the needs
of tiie community harboring it
cannot be allowed to thwart the
desire of all business and community group* in the Bronx that
want this project built. Surely we
can find a way within the
democratic process to force, a
public agency to accommodate the
needs of the community.
To help in whatever way I can to
demonstrate to the Post Office
Corporation die widespread Interest and-concern of many people
and .agencies I shall release this
letter t ^ the .press after, you have
received i t
i- _ '
Sincerely,
ROBERT J. KIBBEE

. On Friday, October 18, I met
Joyce Rosenberg at Columbus
Circle; we were going to see 2001 at
the Ziegfeld. The show was at
9:10, and we had an hour to spare.
Rule Number One of Going Out:
when there's, any spare time, use it
up by eating something She
suggested the Burger King at 58th
and 8th because of price; I agreed
and we started over. .
Crossing a street with Joyce is
even more 'fun' than landing at
Normandy on D-Day. When I was
fifteen years old (eons ago,, it
seems), I once had to cross the
Thruway up around Monroe, and
} crossing a street with Joyce is a lot
like that Fortunately, New York
drivers are used to jaywalking
nuts, and they almost always
manage to stop their cars in time.
Having reached the other side of
the Circle, we could see a sign
promoting a new McDonald's on
55th a"ad 8th; the only tiling was
that McDonald's was on the east
side^of the avenue, and we and
Burger King were on the west side.
"How about McDonald instead?**
said Joyce, f
"Nope. Pm not risking my life
again, crossing the street I
—. wouldn't cross the street—again
even if a nun-came up and asked
for money," I said. "Burger King
Right there." We went in and up
to tiie counter; to our great
disappointment, tiie girl didn't
even hum. All she did 'was rather
boringry fill our orders, and w e
found a place to sit; there weren't
more than twenty-five people in
the establishment
W e ta&ed and goofed about
things, -Joyce.' munching her
Whopper^.Junior and me feasting
on a large Coke. Eventually, she
finished' and went' back to the
counter for extra napkins.
Not twenty seconds after she
returned and had begun to
demolish her trench tries, I
spotted a scuffle going on at the.
counter, near the spot Joyce had
gotten the napkins.Some drunk, I
thought There were two men
struggling with a third.
Then, Oh my God, he's got a
gun! To JoyceK I said, very
quietly, "Joyce, get down." She
did,
without
asking
any
questions—which, later, I thought
strange; I mean, it is a little silly to
be asked to fall flat on your face in
the middle ofdinner. Nevertheless,
I am grateful that she did get
down, and asked questions afterwards.
"What's going on?" she said,
flat on the floor. Down there with
her, I answered, "Nut up there's
got a gun." (It was like Saturday
night on a Lamport weekend—by
now, everybody was lying face
down on the floor and mumbling
to themselves.) I continued,
"There's two guys up there
fighting with. him. The gun is
pointed up in die ah*." XI had
assumed that the t w o guys
struggling with the gunman were
^ j e s ' plain folks; actually, they were
NYPD plainelcthesmen who were
there onstakeout—this I found out
later, outside. The assumption is
that there had been a lot of
stickups in the area of late, and
they badly wanted the guy who was
doing H.)
A shot went off—Joyce had
never heard a shot in her hie; I
hadn't since high school, and that
was on a rifle range. Qt sounds agreat deal tike a firecracker.)
"Let*s get out of here," I said—everybody was crawling towards
^ the front door and a Burger King
person was yelling, "Out! Oat!
Everybody out!" WdL everybody

was out-ing as fast as they could
slither.
At tins point, I looked back,
expecting to see Joyce either right
behind hie or just off to my side—
instead, there was this middleaged man with glasses, and Joyce
behind him.- I grabbed her arm
and we went together. Meanwhile,
I saw that die two cops in
plainclothes had the gunman bent
backwards over the counter,
pinning him thee. I still didn't get
up—-I could see tomorrow's Dafly
News: GUNMAN ESCAPES
COPS AT BURGER KING;
SHOOTS FIVE BYSTANDERS;
EX-TITANS OF COLLEGE
JOURNALISM MARYTRED IN
BLAZING GUN BATTLE. Joyce
and I crawled until we reached the
revolving door of the Burger King,
and then we discovered that there
is no way to crawl through a
revolving door unless you are no
more than 18" tall with heels. So
we crouched and went through,
hurrying around past tiie' huge
glass windows, seeking shelter

against the bricked portion of the
Burger King's frontage. I kept an
eye on Joyce's purse and shopping
bag—^not to mention her textbooks—which were still perched
on the table.
We started laughing and
hugging. /No reason, except
possibly relief. There hadn't been
any veal danger, in retrospect—the
cops had ibe guy as soon as he
pulled his gun, and there had been
only one shot, and that had been
directed against the ceiling—it's a
common practice in a struggle for
a cop to get a gunman to discharge
his weapon somewhere safe; the
gunman doesn't have the time to
re-load or re-calibrate or whatever
else potential killers do in between
victims.
About five minutes after our
undignified exit, 1 pushed through
the gathering crowd and asked a
Burger King person to get Joyce's
stuff for me; they weren't letting
anyonehvandl wasn'ttoosure that I
wanted to go back in there, anyway,
even to get my half-finished Coke.

There were two men in their fifties streets; the few passersby there
passing by, looking in the window, jwere at that hour of midnight
wonderingloudrywhateveryonewas stared at us, then dismissed us as
just.another couple of people that
s1
die. rigors of the. city had unrlght?Ghnon9let'si
My idea was to clear out before the balanced.
fuzz decided to gamer witnesses, so
Joyce and I went off to die 25egfeld,
Coincidentally .; enough* I
talking about nothing else but tiie
happened
to be talking on the
abortive robbery.
I was making up a new Burger phone with Kevin . Howard
Dubrow two days after flic above
King son:
took place; I hadn't heard from
him since, oh, Jury or thereabouts.
up or n i take
He's in Chicago going after Ins
Masters, and he's-fine.
life.
I tokj him about the Burger
King incident and he said
(predictably), "Wowf TerrificrV
We laughed again.
I walked Joyce to Grand Central Then be said, "Am I stn!
after tiie movie, which is a tiling I famous?" I tokl him yes and he
do all the time. On tiie way, I said he was coming back for
remembered what I had said Christmas, and that the first thing
about risking my life crossing the he'd do is go and visit his, old
street to go to McDonald's, and we Jriend Roy Senbur. (They have
both got hysterical over it. Fifth nothing but nice dungs to say
Avenue echoed to our laughing, about each other.)
the sounds bouncing back oddly
All I know is, I wanna be there.
off the- dark stores and - empty Can we sell tickets?.

r by Nancy Bowker .
management of pofitical power is
On Thursday October 24 a an exalted. undertaking
debate was held between Dr. John
'Professor Thomas asked Dr.
McLaughlin,
the
former McLaughlin if Nixon had
Presidential advisor, and Jesuit weakened the institution of the
priest, and Professors Thomas powerful
presidency;
Dr.
Harper and Samuef Thomas of tiie McLaughlin admitted that he had,
Department of Political Science. but suggested that Nixo»,defended,
"Morality and the Presidency" doctrines like executive privfiege
was tiie topic of- tiie -debate because he beueved very strongly
sponsored jointly by the Speakers .in them:
Committee of tiie Student-Faculty
Professor Halper took exception'
Program Board and tiie Political to several of Dr. McLaughlin's
Science Department. Allan Fisher propositions. He said that die
of the Speakers Committee _ in- perfect being the enemy; of the
troduced Dr. McLaughlin and" good strtegy could also be inreferred to the prominence the terpreted as the lesser evil
priest gained by defending Nixon's strategyr one** opponents could
use of profanity as revealed in the always offer a worse evil, and by
tapes.
accepting the lesser evil one was
- Some of the highlights of the playing into their hands. Also he
debate were Dr. McLaughlin's suggested that ahnough there are
remark that God can best be times when die President cannot
described as a politician, and the tell the whole truth* to tiie people,
discussion of-equality before tiie democracy implies popular (inlaw as applied to the common man formed) consent and abuse of this
Presidential prerogative uncompared to Nixon or Agnew.
.Dr. McLaughlin opened the dermines tiie legitimacy of the
debate with eight propositions and whole system. He pointed out that
several definitions. 'Morality' he the public expects a certain level of
defined' as the scheme of values integrity from the President, and
that governs human- activity; that Nixon fell below this stanHe
suggested
that
'politics* as the ^concrete ap- dard.
Watergate
was
not
a
tragedy
but
a
plication of these values to social
interaction; a 'moral* leader as one fortunate occurrence in that it
who is governed by a sound moral brought us time to keep the
code; and a 'good' political leader Presidency from being too
asone who applies morality wisely. powerful- In addition he took issue
Briefly
summarized,
the with die proposition that good
propositions were: 1) Govern- politics makes for good morality; a
mental decision-making does not pofitician's satisfying the shortexclude, but includes, morality. range desires of tiie electorate may
2) Good politics makes for good or may not be moral.
morality, .and good morality
Questions were then accepted
makes'for good politics. 3) There from the audience. Lewis Tucker
is* no controversial issue of major asked about the double standard
public importance today on which of jusneand law—how there is one
you cannot take a position, on standard for the President
either side and act morally. andV-another for the black
4) Ethically questionable actions
wellers. Dr. McLaughlin
can be justified by moral felt thaithis double standard was
reasoning 9 Preachers have no justified and repeated the belief
special ability to discern truth in that "Nixon had suffered enough'*
political situations. In fact, they and justice has been done
tend to allow "the- perfect" to although the full extent of the law
become the enemy of the good, by has not been applied. Professor
not accepting a program that is Halper* suggested that Nixon's
good but not perfect 6) Public suffering was self-mflicted, but
officials compare quite well with that perhaps it was a good idea to
other professional groups morahy let him off because this precedent
speaking 7) We need a philosophy would encourage future presidents
and a theotoga^of power. 8)The in tenuous positions to resign.

- This question led to a discussion morality but Professor . Halper
of whether we should require a wondered who would be left if we
certain morality of our politicians applied that standard.
in their private lives, and if so,
The audience seemed to find
what standard. Wilbur Mills was Dr.
McLaughlin's
ideas
mentioned as an example of provocative,
although
his
someone whose political career vocabulary and his beliefs were
was suffering because o£ eventsrHiL difficult to understand * t tisne&.
his private life. Allan Fisher felt To this reporter the debate was an
that we should require absolute exciting presentation.

Counseling To
Aid Probationers
The Counseling Division is now forming small groups to help students
on probation and also those who have been failing courses.
Professor Jack Scharf and Professor Helen Silverman are eager for
students to contact them and to join one of the groups which they will
lead.
These meetings will be quite informal in nature and will deal with a
variety of factors which may be causing individual difficulties such as
poor study skills, home- pressures, personal pressures, and choice of
courses of study.
Needless to say these groups are voluntary and confidential and geared
to what.the problems of the students are in each separate group.
If you are interested, Drs. Scharf and Silverman urge you to make
arrangements to meet with them by dropping by the office at 360 Park
Avenue South Room 1735-or by telephoning 725-4458.
: * » ;
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FREE

FELAFEL
IN TOASTED PITA
th
Fresh Vegetable Salad a n d Tohina Dressing
Wl

BUY ONE F 0 * $1.10
AND GET 0ME FftEf

wmnBAOoiaT
Good tftt Howmmbmr 16m. 1974
Middle Eastern Food

A W K O I ^ O M i MfeAL IN A SANDWICH"

•

210 E* 23 St. (Betwaen 2nd and 3rd Av«.)

•

889-2720

jL

1
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bySharonBronef
.. that;is, free or minimally priced
K>yer the next few. weeks.; Tickets^
for •'-events"" spoisore* by the
Department of Student Personnel Services are available in the lobby
-.pf the Student Center, 137 E. 22hd
Street- Phone 725-JQ55,,. L
NOW Thru the end of frost. The
winter schedule at SKY RINK is
in effect. There wfll b e fc^ skating
every night from 8:30 to lgr45,
with matinees on WednescTay,
Saturday, and Sunday afternoons
from 3:00 to 5:15. Evening admission is S3.G0 and matinee
admission is $2^50. Skate rental is
$ 1.25. Sky Rink is located at 450
West 33rd Street, two blocks west
of Penh Station. For information
call 565-2020.
'

Department), and others on
Wednesday at 5:45. The plai
Town, Hall, 113 W. 43rd S t
Admission is $2.50. For lnformation phone JU2-4536.

with special guest lJVH*GSTON
TAYLOR on Tuesday night at
8:00 p. m. Tickets are $6.50, 6.00,
5.50, arid 5.00. For ticket information see Nov. 2..

OCT. 31: Haloween can be a, real
' treat if you spend it with .FRANK
ZARPA A N D T H E MOTHERS
OF INVENTION at the FELT
FORUM at 8:00 p.m. and 11:30
p.m. Tickets, available at the box
office and Ticketron, are $7.50
and $6.50.

NOV. 7-10: The AMONG
COMPANY performs CAROLYN
radw^'s
"HOUSE ?ART^r at
the BROOKLYN ACADEMY OF
MUSICS 30 Lafayette Avenue,
Bklyn., N.Y. Tickets, $5.00, are
available at BAM Box Office and
Ticketron. Yc4itn/Sen- Cit rush*
$2.50. For ^tksekf information
phone636-4100.

OCT. 31-NOV. 3 : For four days
The Village will be enhanced with
THE GREENWICH VILLAGE
ANTIQUESySlIOW AND SALE.
Located at the Greenwich House
Settlement 27 Barrow Street the
show will feature collections of
^CT^29: EL£CTRA by George- ^Amerieaiir^urbpeani-Asfa&-and
Arkas, based on. the Sophocles Oriental antiques.
classic, opens at the GREEK ART
THEATRE,
One
Sheridan ~NOV. 1: THE FELT FORUM
Square.
* presents VAN MORRISON with
special guest TERRY REID on
OCT. 2:9 & 30: ARROW AUDIO Friday at 7:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.
presents The Greatest Stereo Story For ticket information see OCT.
Ever Told—The Past Present 31. "."-"
and Future of Stereo. Tickets are
$1.95 ami--are- available at the. NOV. 1, 2T «£3:TDAVID BOWIE
FELT FORUM box office and all in concert Friday, Satruday, and
Arrow Audio Stores.
Sunday at 8:00 p.m. at RADIO
CITY MUSIC HALL. All seats
OCT, 30: Merry Old England reserved. Tickets are $12.50,10.50
comesV- to
Baruch.
THE andT.50. Tickets are on sale now
NATIONAL
SHAKESPEARE at the Box Office (CI6-4600) and
THEATRE
presents
TWO at Ticketron (541-7290). No mail
GENTLEMEN OF VERONA .in orders.
_•
the MAIN A U D I T O R I U M ,
^
Wednesday at 7-30 p.m. tickets NOV. 2 & 3 : KRIS KRISTOFI.D., SfWlar
faculty withZD.,
and $2.50 for the general public.
OCT. 30: A tribute to ANNE
SEXTON (1928-1974) wiH be
presented by ERICA JONG,
KURT VONNEGUT, HOWARD
MOSS, GRACE SCHULMAN, (a
member of the Baruch Enghsh

RITA COOLIDGE, Saturday and
Sunday;8:00p.m., at Avery Fisher
Tickets, available at Box
Office (TR4-2424) and 'Ticketron
(541-7290) are priced at $7.50,
6.00, 5.50, 5.00, and 4.00.
NOV. 5: AVERY FISHER HALL
presents LINDA RONSTADT

.
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NOV. 8 & 15: THE NEW YORK
JAZZ REPERTORY COMPANY
performs the extraordinary music
of LOUIS ARMSTRONG. Both
concerts will be presented at 8:00
p.m.. at CARNEGIE HALL.
Tickets, $5.50, 4^0, and 3.50, are
on sale at the Carnegie Hall Box.
Office and. Ticketron. Telephone
Information: 212-874-3666* >
NOV. 12-FEB. 16: The NEW
YORK CITY BALLET celebrates
its 61st season at the NEW YORK
STATE
THEATER.
Performances" include - the NUTCRACKER ano! IXWOUDCOTE.
Ticekts rangefrom$2c95 tcr$9.95.
Mail orders arc accepted. "For
information call TR7-4727.
NOV. 18: Don't pass up tftis
special event AVERY FISHER
H A LL
presents
MARIA
MULDAUR with special guest
LIVIRGSTQN TAYLOR, k
Monday at 4k00 p.mi Tickets,
$5 r 5^^^,:^Bd 7.50 «c-sriyiable
at Ticketton and Averr Fisher
HalL
NOV. 21: The eternally popular
BEACH BOYS wilf be performing
at MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, Thursday at 8KK) p.m.
Tickets available at Tfckefron and
Box Office are $7.00, 6.50, & 5.50.
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TOMORROW . .
The Retailing Society presents
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armwal FLEA AAARKET
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Wednesday* Oct. 30
11 A . M . to 3 P.M.

I

Student Center Alley

i

For the Feast of A l l SAint's Day
Tflurs., Oct. 31 5:30 P.M.
Monsignor Farricker Hall
2nd Avenue - 22nd Street
T ALL WELCOME
-^

'ss"

ff

To Buy and Sell
; Oct. 30
11 A M . t o i PJV\.

r^T^^p^^^^ystj-*-^^^,^

- T-tr •-~
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NEWMAN COMMUNITY
invites you to its
MASS FOR

ALL ARE WELCOME
@

/

by, Shawm
ThieviBg on the streets, thieving' produced Free To Be, You and
in the home: when will it stop? It Me". Her objective: "Men and
stops when the cast of "Thieves", women should do what they want
a funny and moving Broadway to do. "People have been frightened
show by Herb Gardner, stops out of bierig what they want to
be." Produced as a record >and a
taking and learns to give.
The - two central characters, television special, 'Free To Be,
;
SaHy and Martin Cramer (Mario You and Me", received acclaim
Thomas and Richard Mulligan) from children as well as adults.
In her quest to reach people,
have settledjontb a plateau in their
twelve year marriage. Both have Mark) Thomas has not allowed ..
ceased giving, and have grown to herself to be hurled, into me
nostalgia trend that-has captured
. accustomed to taking. /
They are surrounded by "neigh- the.- record industry, television'
bors who gaze from their terraces, industry, and broad way. Nostalgia
absorbing _ all and emitting confronts her as an anachronism.
nothing. Through their, encounters She claims it bores her because
with- tfaev Cramers—sometimes "it's not my nostalgia." She finds
-~
funny, touching, sad-—the neigh- it more exciting to dosomething
bors learn more about themselves relevant - to herself, something —
and. the art of giving.
that's happening today; it conveys
. _
, The Cramers also learn more to the audience than the resomething. Sally: learns to reach creation of something old. She's
out, and finally touches her 78 Vtoo' involved in what's happening
year old father, Joe Kaminsky, this minute" to portray "Juliet**
hilariously portrayed by Irwin when she can protray a character .
Corey. In exchange, he presents . more appropriate to the time.
his daughter with a unique, eyeIn J965 "That GirP was the
opening-gift.
appropriate ' character.
In
As a" gift to himself and Sally, retrospect, Mario Thomas is very
Martin attempts to ' become the -proud o f T h a t Girl." T h e widely
matt Sally fell in love with. The acclaimed television show broke a-*
^
hilarious metamorphosis takes big barrier; it was the first
place: Martin Cramer transforms program which presented a single
intdCrazy Marry. Simultaneously, girl Teaching for achievement,
Sally learns that one can't go back, reaching for something besides
and perceives her life with- Marty marriage. She left the scene of
in a new light.
"ThatSGirl" when she- foresaw
•
The . plot . is_
comically herself "recreating,, not creating.'' Z
highlighted by petty thefts on the The time had come for "That ™
street and in the- aoartmeat Gh-l" to get married and have
buHcBng, symbolizing the give'and children. Having allowed othat
take, push anil pull, of everyday situation fo occur, Mario Thomas
. Jife._.:. ..,',...,._.:,.'...-.,. „.;..,.'.-.v...'...-. might not have heard such
The .excellent cast gives better- rewarding statements as, "If^jl v
•
than-life personality to the show. weren't for you, I wouldn't K w e ; i l .
| |
Irwin Corey, a 78 year old man had the guts to come to New York.~-JS^ -- ^^
interested in^Tootsies" and living
Mario Thomas believes that
the converted average living into a more women should have the guts
three ring circus with a side show. to apply themselves. "Writing has
Richard Mulligan, becoming always been open," and' other
crazier every minute, rekindled the aspects of the entertainment field
fire of those who have stopped are currently opening!
seeking. And Mario Thomas,
Although women are seeping
spouting her .frustrations and into the entertainment field, she
anxieties, become a friend one feels women's roles haven't
could laugh with, cry with, and changed enough. Instead *of
take by the hand.
women reaching eqnafiry with
The juxtaposition of Sally men. More women have to
Cramer to Marib^ Thomas is write.'
More women have to
another intense relationship of be Kke Mario Thomas.
give and take. Sally Cramer must
"Thieves", presently at the
learn to give; Mario Thomas Broadhurst Theatre, will be
already knows how. Besides acting moving to the Longacre Theatre
forthesheer pleasure of acting, she on. West 48th Street o n O c t 30.
thrives on communicating— Performances
are
Tuesday
Storing emotions-—making the through Saturday evenings at
audience laugh and cry.
8KX), with matinees Wednesday
In a successful attempt to and Saturday at 2:00; and Sunday
communicate, Mario Thomas at 3:00.
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by Peter Ihwhla
Once upon a time, there lived
three happy- Baruch students,
Tom, Dick and Harry. Please keep
in mind that these three students
were very poor and couldn't even
afford a decent meat Tom, a
reliable sociology major, hoped to
find a solution.to the world food
crisis by transforming compost
and ;. jelly beans into something
that resembled food. Dick, a
sociological. antropologisf major,
struck by Tom's idea, devised an
answer to the question of group
acceptance to the food. He accomplished this'feat of ingenuity*
by altering the - substance to
resemble that of ethnic foods such
as hamburger plus, chicken/plus,
etc. The name plus was contrived
for the substance by Harry, an
education major and garbage
picker who picked up the compost.
Unfortunately, our friends were
beaten out of the competitive field
and had to return to school. .
Our heroes, after completing
their Freshman Orientation Day
as student advisors and group
leaders and after hearing a lot of
verbal phis—from the Baruch
Administration, started reconditioning their mental faculties
by playing mind-bending games in
212'at the Student Center.
"Well, it looks like you win
again Tom. I just can't seem to
win.
"You know, maybe the reason
why you're not acting right is
because we didn't get that plus
deal. Forget about it Harry."
"There just has to be a better
way to make money," said Tom.
"Say listen, why don't we forget r
about it and grab a bite to eat."
said Harry.
" ~
__
"At a plus place?;.' * questioned
Tom. "
,
"Well' all I got is money for

Burger Winks," said Dick.
After deciding where to go eat;
they walked downstairs to the exit
between IT^Lex and the Student
Center. Hairy was reminiscing
about the old days and decided to
visit the garbage pails in the alley.
-"Harry, what in the world
are y o u — ."puzzled Dick. His
eyes abruptly caught a glimpse
of something in a box, "Wow,"
exclaimed Dick, "look at this."
-Nestling, snugly in a discarded box
sat 20 to 30 new books entitled,
The Sociological Aspects pf Coffee
Tea Or Me/by I.E.Ta."(It was the
second printing of the current
year, no lesslK "I wonder who
could have thrown these out?"
"Probably some person in
Baruch's Administration, "said
Tom, "they're always throwing
things away like text books, test
tubes, office paper and other stuff
they can use, and it all winds up
here," emphasized Tom.
"You mean they're that,
careless . . . " said Dick.
"Yep," said Harry.
Since Harry went home, and the
books were there, Tom and Dick
went to the bookstore and sold
them and profited by a stupid
mistake. This left them in such a
startle that from thence forward,
they would obtain all of their
financial revenue from Baruch's
garbage and live happily ever
after. Oh Yes, and instead of going
to plus food places
like
McDingles, they made it a point to
go to O'Henry's Steak House
whenever they could. They did in
fact go there that night and
enjoyed a most delicious lobster
dinner as well as each other's
company.
Moral: 'Tis better to look in
\ Barnch's... garbage_, for financial
gain and success than in Baruch's
textbooks.

bybobgorman
the probble that farced Max? on
this cooid mounting, the thirsty
once of oktoberfall, was the Joyce
of an inscrutable and appropriated costomb to. where ~to
him plaise of enjoyment to
frighten and otherways freeze him
fallow personnel, you see, Max?,
in his own' milky way, strifed.to
preserve all suffocations by sum
-active looney tunes, many peeble
were all arms but not that of the
law, who got used to him and
booked him with a grain of salt
hemingway, in this temple, Max?
coold nat hentoff to wirk wifout
assorted costomb desbite the
bleeding of his warf, who called
herself Marvin (softly), hownow
thar was no costomb Jto be have „
aboot him abode. Max? thought
serially aboot kicking him warf
and beating her to the dogg. then,
sullenly it occulted him he'd oft
bean' curd that he reassembled the
Resident in the Lighthouse, and he
picked at hisself sitting in his OvalOrifice, lying_Jhru .him tooth (fbr
he halibut one\vou see, wif a
sparse between i t )
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heaving dissolved him dilemma,
Max? coold now hats off. quite
pleesed, hee kicked him warf gooby and lept fore wirk, marathon
hee really eyed the trufe. it was
nightingale. a doris day, butt a
weakened one. angular and
discorded, Max? brushed bak into
him hose and straked his poor
warf who cloverleaf said nuthing
and mainstreamed herr plasticity
in the scrimmage and littleneck of'
the Fuzzy Lady.
hee finished herr. you ^know, and
was drooly trialed and evicted fore
huge crys and mitzX„gaynors..

If y o u are interested
in j o i n i n g
t h e s t u d e n t chapter
of t h e
"-

%

Come to the
general meeting
of the
Management

Society
O c t . 3 1 , 1 2 : 1 5 P.M.
Room 1141
315P.A.S
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Dean Senour On The Program
To clarify the" role and the
authority of the Student Faculty
Program Board, Dean of Students
"~Roy R.-Senouf made the following
statement last week: " I n order to best meet the needs
of the entire Baruch Community
in March of last year Tasked the
staff of the Student Activities
Office to draw up a proposal for
establishing a College-Wide
Cultural Programming Committee.
The Committee was designed to
assuje^a vehicle for providing longrange cultural programming to the
College at-large. The purposes of
the Student Faculty* Program

SPORTS

Board as it was later called were
the following:
—to complement the educational
goals of the college, providing
cultural, social, and recreational
programs.
—to provide programs deemed to
be of general and special interest,
and benefit to the college community.
—to provide programs recognizing
. the diversity of interest and needs
of students.
-—to provide maximum input for
proposal of program ideas.
—to assure scheduling of- events
when most students are on
campus.

Board

PSC

(Continued from, page 2)
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"
she
said.
"
H
a
s
t
y
body—-perhaps
„
the
Student
-^-to provide for optimum use of
nonreappointments
would
deny
Government representing those
funds.
—to identify and utilize as fully as constituents. Therefore, *1I the young teacher the chance to
and t o
demonstrate
possible college "resources— p r o g r a m s sponsored by the grow
prospective growth." She also
faculty, staff, students, physical Student Faculty Program Board
pointed out to Mr. Giardino that
must
be
open
to
all
Baruch
facilities, etc.
Commission's
recomIt was my intention at that time students. In addition, I feel that t h e
every
effort
should
be
made
to
.
m
e
n
d
a
t
i
o
n
t
h
a
t
"
I
n
i
t
i
a
l and
as it is now that'this Board coninclude
the
alumni
and
the
subsequent
appointments
carry
no
cern itself with programming Gramercy Park residents in the
presumption of reappointment or
events deemed to be of general events. .
•
•
"
.
"
"
tenure,"
was proposed by the
interest across the,board, Le. (day,
I hope this will clarify some of University administration^ in the
evening and graduate divisions)
the
issues surrounding the Student last contract negotiati*
and not attempt to plan for one
particular segment of the Baruch . Faculty Program Board and the 73 and was flatly
Community. Events- deemed of purpose for which its funds are to union.
/
In her letter to Mr. Giardino,
particular interest to one segment 1>e allocated.
The Board is responsible to the Dr. Zeller "regretted" that the
of our college community should
Commission's legitimate concerns
Dean
of Students."
be sponsored by an appropriate
were not coupled with an explicit
acknowledgement
that
the
University had recruited, retained
and tenured one of the outstanding instructional staffs in the
country.
Richards and John Perin ran their pass from co-captain M a r i o
She said that the Commission
best times- The firs* f*ve runners Caputi. Six minutes later Fred <:ited a national report which
averaged 28:19 and the first seven • Witter, the other co-captain, put claimed " a seeming conflict
28:32.3, both new records. The old
in a rebound off a Caputi s h o t between the tradition of tenure
mark was set just the week before. Then Jorge Vierra scored off an and the need for institutional
Last Saturday Baruch traveled to assist from Guillerm<5 Rodriguez flexibility."
Albany to compete in the Albany and the score was 4-0.
The Commission failed to add,
Invitational.
A n o t h e r Vierra shot was she said, that the "seeming
stopped by the goalie, but Robert conflict" does not exist at City
Paul Kutil and Fred Witter Sanchez was right there to tap the University.
each scored two goals as Baruch ball into an open net. With five
She cited the New York State
coasted to a 6-0 victory over Pace minutes left Sanchez headed the Board of Regents' 1974 report,
University, in a soccer match at ball oat to Witter, who boomed in ' P o s t s e c o n d a r y E d u c a t i o n in
Inwood Park last Wednesday.
his sixth goal of the season.
Transition," which showed that
It was the second victory against
The shutout was recorded by the City University has the lowest
five losses and two ties for the Carlyle Thomhill who was playing percentage of tenured faculty in
Statesmen. Although dominating goal for the first time as a
the state.
the first half, Baruch led only 1-0 r e p l a c e m e n t for the injured
She expressed t h e hope,
on Kutil's goal off a pass from Roy Jefferson Hercules. Thomhill had
however, that the Commission
Thomas at the 31:40 mark. In the only four saves as most of the report represents the "final insecond half Baruch's control of the action was in Pace , territory.
terment" of the controversial
g a m e showed up on ._ the F u l l b a c k s Peter Davis, Mike tenure quota.
scoreboard as-five more goals were Ingram and Larry Berlant stood
The quota policy was adopted
registered. A strong game by the ou% on defense..
by the previous Board last October
Pace goalie kept the score down.
Baruch has a Met Conference
29 and, after intensive pressure
i n the uittd minute of the half game with Manhattan at Van
from the PSC, was revoked by the
Kutil got his seventh goal of the Cortlandt Park at 3:30. Saturday
new Board April 22 when it
season and 35th of his career off a ''they play at Seton Hall.
established the Commission.
•7

Cross Country & Soccer

by Burt Beagle
Captain Gerry Mortensen broke
the school individual five-mile
record and nine of Baruch's ten
runners recorded their best times
as the Statesmen routed Brooklyn
College, 15-49, and Kings J?oint,
16-47, in dual meets at Van
Cortlandt Park October 19.
The meet concluded Baruch's
best dual meet season since the
cross country team began in 1971.
The team posted a 10-1 record
losing only to Stony Brook and
beating CUNY rivals Brooklyn
and Lehman which it had never
beaten before.
The cross country season will
wind up with three championship
meets. Saturday Baruch will make
its debut in the Collegiate Track
Conference championship run. On
November 9-ts the City University
championship run anc * Baruch has
a good chance to take the title for
the first time. The IC4A meet on
Nov. 18 will conclude the season.
That meet is equivalent ot the

Eastern championship.
Getting back to the meet
against Brooklyn and Kings Point,
Baruch rewrote' its cross country
record book. Mortensen, who led
the race from the start, ran 27:48
breaking tfee old mark of 28:06 set
in 1972 by Walter Cantey. He
covered the last two miles in 11:02
setting another record.
Baruch swept the first- four
places and seven of the first nine
spots. Taking second was Steve
Tepper in 28:16. That was three
seconds off his previous best, but
Tepper was handicapped by a
head cold. Bobby Holness took
third in 28:24. Luis Vidal was
sixth in 28:48, BUI Drogsler
seventh in 28:49 and Errol Lee
ninth in 29:22.
Prior to the meet, Baruch never
had more than four runners in a
race break 30 minutes. In this
meet seven broke the barrier with
the flrstsix "doihglfby more thai* a
minute. Even Baruch's final three
r u n n e r s Ed Rodriguez, John

The Fine Arts Committee of
The Student Faculty
Program Board
presents

The Naf I Shakespeare Co.
Production's

"Two Gentlemen of
Verona"
Wed., Oct. 30 7:30 P.
Main Auditorium
Tickets available at info. desk.
Free to Baruch students with I.D.

CLASSIFIED
EDUCATION MAJORS: ALL
EDUCATION
WORKSHEETS
WERE
DUE
IN
THE
EDUCATION
OFFICE
Y E S T E R D A Y , OCT. 28TH.
P L E A S E HAND T H E M IN
IMMEDIATELY.
RAP & KNOT CLUB MEETS
-THURSDAYS, 11-1 I N ROOM
1743, 360 PARK AVE. SOUTH,
WITH
PROF.
CLAIRE
BRODY—FOR
FACULTY
S T A F F , AND
STUDENTS.
LEARN
WEAVING,
MACRAME,
CREATIVE
STITCHERY,
BASKETMAKING, ETC.
IS YOUR APARTMENT BEING
RENTED WITHOUT YOUR
K N O W L E D G E ? DO Y O U R
RATS HAVE A PERMANENT
LEASE? FIND OUT! COME TO
THE
REAL
ESTATE
SOCIETY'S
MEETING
THURSDAY FROM 12 TO 2 IN
ROOM 311, 17 LEXINGTON
AVE.
THE
HEALTH
SCIENCES
SOCIETY
PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES
DR.
ALBERT
NAGELL'S AND RON RIZZTS
MINI HEALTH
LECTURE
SERIES. ON OCT. 3IST IN T H E
-vMAIN BUILDING IN ROOM
1304, AT 12 NOON, THEY WILL
BRING TO YOU THE FIRST
LECTURE THIS TERM ON:
R A P E « T H E SEX C R I M E S
ANALYSIS UNIT O F THE NEW
YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT.
FOR MORE INFO CONTACT

DR. NAGELL OR MR. RIZZI,
HEALTH ED. DEFT.
RALPH S. WE MISS YOU,
ESPECIALLY ON FRIDAYS
AND MONDAYS. MIKE F.,
NANCY B.
SIGMA DELTA PI (HISPANIC
HONORARY SOCIETY) WILL
HAVE INITIATION FOR NEW
MEMBERS ON DECEMBER 4,
1974 AT 6 P.M. IN THE
FACULTY LOUNGE, 24TH ST.
BLDG. ALL I N T E R E S T E D
SPANISH STUDENTS PLEASE
C O N T A C T DR. NELLY E.
SANTOS, ADVISER, ROOM
1106, 23RD ST. BLDG.
ANY VET WHO HAS BEEN
GRANTED
DEFERRED
PAYMENT
FROM
THE
BURSAR'S
OFFICE,
THE
SECOND PAYMENT WAS DUE
ON 10/15/74. IF YOU HAVE
NOT MADE IT, DO SO IMM E D I A T E L Y . ALSO FINAL
PAYMENT OF FEES IS DUE
ON 11/15/74. SHOULD YOU
HAVE ANY D I F F I C U L T I E S
M A K I N G P A Y M E N T CONTACT THE BURSAR'S OFFICE
IMMEDIATELY. IF YOU D O
NOT MAKE PAYMENTS YOU
WILL BE DEBARRED FROM
ATTENDING ALL OF YOUR,
CLASSES. ANY P R O B L E M S
CONCERNING THIS ARTICLE
CONTACT MR. TOM* BATTALIGA *N THE BURSAR'S
OFFICE.
ATTENTION!

ENGLISH

MAJORS. THE OFFICE OF
CAREER COUNSELING AND
PLACEMENT
IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE DEAN
O F THE SCHOOL OF LIBERAL
ARTS
ANNOUNCES
THE
FOLLOWING
SEMINAR:
CAREERS
FOR
ENGLISH
MAJORS IN THE PUBLISHING
FIELD, WEDNESDAY, OCT. 30
AT 10 A.M. IN THE OAK
LOUNGE, STUDENT CENTER.
G U E S T . SPEAKER—MISS
BEVERLY
GEORGE,
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT,
M c G R A W HILL INC. ALL
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
E X P L O R I N G CAREER O P PORTUNITIES
IN
THIS
PROFESSION ARE INVITED
T O ATTEND.
VETERAN'S DAY IS NOVEMBER 11. THERE WILL BE NO
CLASSES
ON
NOV.
11.
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE.
WANT TO REGISTER EARLY?
JUST VOLUNTEER 20 HOURS
TO
_WORK
DURING
REGISTRATION
IN
EXCHANGE
FOR
EARLY
REGISTRATION.
INTERESTED? PLEASE SEE MR. BOB
RYAN,
ASSISTANT
REGISTRAR,
REGISTRAR'S
OFFICE, 155 E. 24TH ST.,
ROOM 203, OR CALL 725-3138.
J O I N , T H E CHESS CLUB
B E F O R E I T ' S T O O LATE!
CLUB T O U R N A M E N T
TO
B E G I N SOON. M E E T I N G S
EVERY THURSDAY, 12-2 P.M.,
ROOM 1814, 360 P.A.S.
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